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Reshaping the future of cryptocurrency trading to a model
that is secure, fair and equal for all users.

The problem?

The hurdle?

The solution?

Cryptocurrency trading has thrown away its
decentralized roots and followed the traditional
route of centralized financial institutions for
building exchanges. As a result at higher levels,
it is plagued with all the same problems like
insider trading and market manipulation. And at
lower levels, we read daily stories about traders
being locked out of their accounts and no longer
having access to their funds. Furthermore, due to
centralized exchanges architecture they are at
risk of being hacked - something which routinely
happens. Just like in the world of high street
trading there is now a complete imbalance of
power, where the everyday user is the victim.

Decentralized exchanges cannot be
rigged or hacked yet remain difficult
for even experienced traders to use.
They have unfriendly interfaces and as
a result, suffer from lower trading
volumes. Due to their lack of liquidity,
they cannot attract new traders or
investors and remain a niche market.
Then you have to factor in that
currently there is no solution for truly
decentralized cross chain trading,
which leaves investors with the
impression there is little room for
growth.

Saturn Network is a protocol that allows access to a
decentralized order book in just one transaction. Allowing
decentralized exchanges to share a liquidity pool and feel
the benefits of a much higher trading volume. It requires no
deposits and runs completely on the Ethereum blockchain,
making it always accessible to everyone. Furthermore, it has
been built with shared ownership in mind to ensure there are
no imbalances of power: holding SATURN tokens means you
are part of the Saturn DAO. You will be able to vote on binding
protocol changes or even be paid dividends from exchange
fees. Finally, our protocol can run on any EVM blockchains,
with Ethereum Classic and Callisto already on our roadmap,
we will achieve decentralized cross chain trading.

How does the Saturn Protocol work?
The Saturn Protocol is our unique architecture on how decentralized
trading should work, one that we are already showing is possible with
our proof of concept Radex. First, let’s start with orders:

Market makers create orders on multiple order books: for ERC20,
ERC223, ERC721, and any other token standard that may emerge in the
future. Traders can take these orders and exchange any combination of
tokens, even across standards (i.e. exchange ERC20 token for ERC721
collectible like a Cryptokitty)

.

Saturn DAO receives the fees from trading and pays them to token holders as dividends. Saturn Token holders vote on protocol changes and smart contracts
enforce these vote results. Blockchain-backed voting controls Saturn Protocol fees and future development.
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We will release Saturn Protocol on multiple blockchains, for decentralized
trading of tokens within any given blockchain. Our mission is to bring
decentralized exchanges to every blockchain. Cross blockchain trading will
be facilitated via Atomic Swaps in the future.

ICO Details
No minimum investment, whitelist or KYC. The Saturn Network
is open and accessible to anyone who wishes to participate. All
investment will be taken via smart contract and be ensured directly
by the Ethereum blockchain.

Strategic Investor Program
We also have several bonus plans available, for participants who believe
like us the future of cryptocurrency trading is decentralized. This program
is currently live and has a different token allocation than our ICO.

Multi Blockchain
Airdrop Formula

Each blockchain will have
its own SATURN tokens
to govern their own
DAO, these tokens would
be airdropped via the
following formula.

Token Allocation:
Total Supply:

ERC223

1,000,000,000
Founders:

ICO:

200,000,000

20%
Strategic Investor
Program:

50%150,000,000 15%

1 ETH = 50,000 SATURN

Start date:

01/05/2018

End date:

31/07/2018

Soft Cap:

1,675 ETH

Hard Cap:

10,000 ETH

1. A 10% bonus with a 12 weeks lock-up.
2. A 25% bonus with a 24 weeks lock-up.
3. A 50% bonus with a 52 weeks lock-up.

50%

SATURN tokens on a new blockchain, such as SATURN
Classic on Ethereum Classic blockchain, will be distributed
among SATURN ICO participants & strategic investors.

50%

SATURN tokens on a new blockchain will be distributed
among holders of SATURN on Ethereum blockchain at a
predefined snapshot date, much like a hard fork.

Saturn Network is the team behind the ERC20 to ERC223
upgrade protocol and is innovating the way ICO investment
works with the use of a dApp. A forward-thinking group
of individuals that keeps transparency at the heart of their
vision: which is why we run Rados a blog that follows us
every step of the way.
We don’t believe in just talking or using buzzwords, which
is why we already operate an accessible proof of concept:
Radex. A zero fees decentralized exchange for trading
Ethereum tokens, which will be the first exchange to adopt
the Saturn Protocol.

Strategic Investor
Program

150,000,000

Additional information:


15%

Full details]

Saturn Network
Achievements:

Token Standard:

500,000,000

Price:

Protocol Development
Fund:

150,000,000
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